Abstract: In this work, we make an attempt to answer the question of what a multiscale problem is in Molecular Dynamics (MD), or, more in general, in Molecular Simulation (MS). By introducing the criterion of separability of scales, we identify three major (reference) categories of multiscale problems and discuss their corresponding computational strategies by making explicit examples of applications.
Introduction
One of the major challenges of Molecular Dynamics (MD) over the last decade has been the development and application of techniques that allow the bridging of length and time scales in a physically consistent way. The relevance of such an effort is obvious: the understanding of the microscopic origin of large-scale properties leads to a deeper knowledge of physical phenomena and, when required, to the design of physical systems with specific properties on demand. The computational and conceptual progress in bridging scales, in condensed matter, material science, chemical physics and related fields, has been rather massive, and nowadays, the expression "multiscale modeling" has become almost routine. However, what is exactly meant by multiscale modeling is not clear yet. Obviously, one must go beyond the approach of combining, in a brute force fashion, different simulation techniques designed for different scales; computers will always give an answer; however, physical consistency must not be violated beyond the level of a controlled error/approximation. In this work, we discuss a possible classification of multiscale problems and relate them to the corresponding computational techniques and to the idea of physical consistency. The paper is organized as follows. Based on the concept of scale separability, that is, how much scales can be separated in a system, we will identify three major categories: problems with "separated scales", those with "separable scales" and those with "highly-interconnected scales". Next, we will treat for each case some specific examples taken from applications and discuss the corresponding computational strategy. The final part will be dedicated to one (specific) emerging scale-coupling technique, that is, the adaptive resolution MD approach. This latter allows, in principle, one to describe in a unified simulation framework, the molecular (chemical) origin of large-scale properties and, thus, to interpret the multiscale idea in its full meaning.
Separability of Scales
Rather than providing a universal definition of multiscale, we instead introduce an objective criterion and define the idea of multiscale accordingly. The criterion in question is the "separability of scales", that is, how much in space and time, given some properties or phenomena of interest, scales can be separated in a system. Obviously, this separation is never sharp, and scales are never exactly disjoint; for this reason, this classification must be intended only as a general reference scheme. According to the concept above, we have identified three major categories: "separated scales", "separable scales" and "highly-interconnected scales"; below, we comment on each specific category.
• Separated Scales: This corresponds to the typical situation where simulation data from a scale (let us say), A, are used as input for modeling a molecular system at scale B. Next, simulations at scale B can proceed, and the connection to scale A is no longer required. The corresponding computational strategy goes under the name of "sequential strategy". Just to give an immediate idea, this is the typical case of molecular-based coarse graining: one needs an atomistic simulation to derive an effective coarse-grained model. Next, the coarse-grained simulation can run without any reference to atomistic details, provided that the properties of interest can be described by the coarse-grained model only.
• Separable scales: As for the situation above, scale A is used to model scale B. Next, scale B evolves, but differently from the case above, in this case one needs to go back from B to A, refine the model and start again. A loop-like strategy involves the two scales, i.e., A → B → A → B........ The corresponding computational strategy is usually called a "backmapping scheme".
• Highly-interconnected scales: Scales cannot be separated at all, and actually, it is exactly the interplay between different scales that characterizes the essential physics and chemistry of the system. The corresponding computational strategy requires that the different scales are treated on the same footing in a simultaneous coupling; for this reason, the technique is named "concurrent coupling".
Above, we have reported, for simplicity, only the case of a two scales problem; however, the extension to multiple scales is obvious. Moreover, in real applications, multiscale problems occupy the spectrum of categories given above in a sort of continuous way and, thus, require various combinations of the computational strategies reported above. It must be clarified that the separability of scales is not the only criterion possible for such a classification. An example of a complementary criterion is the one used by Berendsen: scales' hierarchy. This stems from deciding a priori which scale is more relevant in a problem rather than looking primarily at how scales are connected [1, 2] . An overview of how the idea of multiscale is interpreted in the field of condensed matter, material science, chemical physics and related disciplines, together with recent method developments and applications, can be found in [3, 4] . The fact that two relevant journals in the field dedicate an entire issue to the subject is an implicit confirmation of the relevance of the idea within the community of chemists and physicists (and even beyond, e.g., to mathematicians, engineers, biologists). In the next section, we will provide few examples of problems where the abstract classification defined above finds practical application in the field of MD.
Separated Scales and Sequential Strategy
Let us start by discussing an example where scales can be separated in a quite good approximation, and thus, the sequential coupling strategy is appropriate. The system we will discuss is that of macromolecular samples on solid inorganic surfaces. There are two main aspects in this problem:
• adhesion of the macromolecule at the surface, dominated by the specific local chemistry of the polymer moieties and by the specific reactivity of the surface;
• bulk properties of the macromolecular liquid, dominated by molecular packing and by slow equilibration processes.
The first aspect requires the detailed description of specific chemistry and its corresponding electronic properties; thus, a quantum mechanical description is mandatory. The second aspect is dominated by the entropic character of the chain entanglements in bulk and, thus, requires classical statistical methods, which properly sample the vast configurational space of a liquid. When we put the solid surface in contact with the macromolecular liquid, the properties of interest are those at the interface. These would emerge as a result of a non-trivial combination of adhesion and molecular packing. From a methodological point of view, this implies that one must combine, in a proper consistent way, quantum mechanics and classical statistical mechanics. As an example, this idea has been put in practice for a polycarbonate melt on a surface of nickel (111) [5, 6] . Figure 1 gives a pictorial explanation of the idea. First, quantum mechanical calculations are performed for each isolated polymer subgroup. However, calculations are done by taking into account all possible allowed geometries at the surface consistent with the topological constraints of the large polymer; then, an effective moiety-surface potential is derived. In parallel, a coarse-grained (bead and spring) model for the polymer, which reproduces the bulk properties of the liquid, is derived from short full atomistic simulations. Finally, a coarse-grained simulation of a large system with the quantum-based surface-polymer interaction is performed [7] . In this specific case, we found that only phenolic chain ends experience a strong attraction; internal beads or other suitable chemical modifications of the chain ends, experience the surface as a hard wall. The results of this study allow one, then, to establish whether the interface properties are energy dominated (polymers are grafted onto the surface, and this leads to a sort of brush-like interface structure) or entropy dominated (polymers are topologically confined by a purely repulsive surface, and this leads to a parallel layering of the liquid) [8] [9] [10] . The same general idea has been later on extended to the case of the adsorption of large biomolecules out of solution on metal surfaces [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Figure 1 . Pictorial representation of the computational strategy adopted for studying a melt of polycarbonate on a Ni(111) surface. On the left side, part (c), the explicit chemistry of the submolecular unit studied at the quantum level on the nickel surface. Part (a) illustrates the corresponding bead and spring coarse-grained model with the underlying atomistic structure. Part (b) represents one polymer out of the melt at the surface, interacting with the effective, quantum-based-derived potential (only the phenolic chain ends sticks onto the surface). On the right side, the cartoon summarizes the result of the simulation at a large scale; as a function of the chemical specificity of the chain ends, one can go from energy-dominated interface properties to entropy-dominated interface properties.
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The case illustrated above is a sequential strategy in the "bottom-up" fashion, that is, from a finer to a coarser scale; however, the sequential strategy can be applied in the other direction, in a "top-down" fashion, that is, from a coarse scale down to a refined finer scale. For example, this was done by Zhu and Hummer (see, also, Figure 2 for a pictorial representation) when studying the gating transition in biological ion channels: the transition from opened to closed configuration (and vice versa) is done at a coarse-grained level and later refined at the atomistic level to study the specific role of hydration, which requires the atomistic resolution of water molecules [16, 17] . 
Role of channel hydration
In the next section, we will make a step forward and consider those cases where hopping between scales is required.
Separable Scales and Backmapping Strategy
The sequential strategy of the chapter above cannot be applied when, despite a clear separation of scales in space and time, the evolution of the system requires a refinement of the coarser model as the simulation proceeds. This case of "separable", but not fully separated, scales is illustrated in this section via the example of photoswitchable liquid crystals. The physical ingredients of the problem are the following: liquid crystals containing azobenzene groups (see Figure 3 ) upon illumination can isomerize by changing conformation from the trans to the cis state. hv This is the basic mechanism for light-induced mesoscopic transition: upon illumination, one can have a transition from the nematic to the isotropic phase, as shown by Ikeda and Tsutsumi [18] . From the computational point of view, the scales involved are the electronic/quantum, the classical atomistic and the coarse-grained. From the quantum mechanical point of view, one must describe the photoinduced electronic excitation and the possible consequent isomerization. The classical atomistic level is then required, because as the molecule is excited, a certain intermediate conformation is taken; however, the conformation resulting from the de-excitation (i.e., staying in the trans or isomerizing in the cis state) strongly depends on the immediate atomistic environment; this, in turn, leads to a local rearrangement of the surrounding molecules. Finally, the coarse-grained scale is required to describe the large conformational response in the bulk involving the slow relaxation process of the photo-mechanical response. From the point of view of the computational strategy, one needs to link quantum, classical atomistic and coarse-grained in a consistent way [19] [20] [21] [22] . Figure 4 illustrates the strategy. First, a coarse-grained model is derived from an all atom simulation of a relatively small system. Next, a large coarse-grained sample is simulated for long enough to have bulk equilibration. From the equilibrated system, a subsystem is cut out, and the atomistic degrees of freedom are mapped back. Next, one runs a simulation that ensures atomistic equilibration, and then, from the atomistic sample, a subsystem is cut out. Next, in this subsystem, the excitation of one molecule is allowed by treating the problem at quantum mechanical level. After the system decays from the excited state and the electronic degrees of freedom are equilibrated, the resulting configuration of the subsystem is reinserted into the the classical atomistic sample, equilibrated at the atomistic level, then, reinserted into the coarse-grained sample and equilibrated at the coarse-grained level; at this point, the loop is repeated. The meaning of separable becomes clear: time scales are separated at least by one order of magnitude (order of femtoseconds for the quantum, at least picoseconds, for the atomistic, and at least nanoseconds, for the coarse grained). Length scales are obviously separated as well, thus space and time scales are separable. However, the process at each scale is intimately linked to the response at the other scale. , derive a suitable coarse-grained model; (II) then, equilibrate a large coarse-grained sample; (III) next, cut out a subsystem and map back the atomistic degrees of freedom; (IV) the atomistic sample is then equilibrated; and finally, (V) a subsystem is cut out from it, and for this latter, the quantum process is allowed. Once the quantum process has occurred, the procedure continues by reinserting the subsystem into the atomistic sample, and then, the loop is repeated (red-arrowed line). At this point, it must be clarified that the idea of the example discussed above can capture, at this stage, only the response of the system to the excitation/de-excitation of one single molecule per time and cannot directly address the question of how many molecules can concurrently undergo the cis-trans transition. In order to model this more realistic scenario, one would require treating larger quantum systems in order to understand how excited molecules influence each other. At the current state-of-theart, this would imply a prohibitive computational effort, even for the simple case of three molecules treated at the quantum level. Tests (quantum calculations) are being performed for the case of two molecules in order to understand, at a basic level, the mutual influence of excited molecules. The idea, in perspective, is that of including the information obtained by the quantum studies of one molecule and two molecules into a classical model of an azobenzene molecule that can switch mechanically from trans to cis [23] , under the hypothesis that, further, many-molecule effects, at the quantum level, may be negligible. Next, one would use the multiscale simulation, including the quantum subsystem, as a reference for a test of basic consistency of the classical model. If the test is satisfactory, then the question of how many molecules can concurrently undergo the cis-trans transition could be treated at the (classical) atomistic-coarse-grained level, keeping in mind that beyond two-molecule correlations, the quantum effects in the switching process are neglected. Obviously, when larger computational resources become available, one could systematically improve the classical model, adding information from larger quantum calculations. Anyway, in the current paper, the specific strategy reported above has to be intended as a typical example of a problem where going back and forward from one scale to another is the main characteristic of the modeling idea; however, from the practical point of view, it shows also that, because of the current computational limitations, the whole complexity of the problem can only be addressed in an approximate way. Nevertheless the relevant message here is that, because of the clear separation of time and length scales, the basic strategy of going back and forward is still the optimal one, even in the case that computational resources were available for studying macroscopic systems. Finally, in the next section, we will describe the case where scales cannot be separated and, thus, a simultaneous coupling of the corresponding computational techniques and models is required.
Highly-Interconnected Scales and Concurrent Coupling
As reported above, the backmapping strategy is rather efficient if there is a clear separation in length and time scales; however, when scales are intimately interconnected, in most of the cases, the relevant properties of the system are the expression of this interconnection. From the computational point of view, it is then mandatory to adopt strategies where, within a unified approach, all the scales are treated at the same time, i.e., a simultaneous or concurrent coupling of scales. A typical example is that reported in Figure 5 of solvation of molecules in water. High resolution-at least classical atomistic-is needed in the first hydration shells of the molecule, where the explicit formation of the hydrogen bonding network is required, as this uniquely characterizes the solvation of the specific molecule. Far away in the bulk, water plays the role of a thermodynamic bath, and thus, it may be described by coarser models, which reproduce the essential thermodynamic features (e.g., temperature and particle density fluctuations). However, the scale at which the first hydration shells evolve cannot be separated by the thermodynamic scale of the bulk, since between the two regions, there is a simultaneous exchange of information in terms of energy and (eventually) particles.
For this reason, both scales must be treated in a simultaneous fashion, taking care that the overall thermodynamics is well preserved. Popular computational approaches of this kind are, for example, the Quantum Mechanical/Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM) set-ups, where a small quantum region is coupled to a large atomistic or coarse-grained classical region, allowing free exchange of energy (though not particles, see the discussion later on) (see, e.g., [24] ). The set-up mentioned above allows then for studying systems where the local process can be linked to the global behavior; for example, in situ simulation of chemical reactions and molecular excitations in solution, where the chemical reaction or the molecular excitation occurs at the quantum level in a small region of the simulation space, while the bulk solvent can be treated at the classical atomistic level [25] . Another example, relevant for mechanical engineering, is that of the crack propagation in solids. The breaking of atomic bonds in the region of the crack must be treated at the quantum level, because this is an electronic property; then, the surrounding region can be described at the classical atomistic level, so that one can see the induced crystal distortion. Finally, the bulk material is described at the continuum (finite elements) level in order to detect its macroscopic mechanical changes. However, all the scales exchange information simultaneously as the crack propagates, and thus, they are coupled in a simultaneous fashion [26] . Although the dividing line between separable scales and interconnected scales is not sharp, one can see a clear difference between the examples reported in this section and that of the azobenzene systems of the previous section. In fact, let us suppose, for example, that we were interested only in the influence of the immediate molecular neighborhood onto the excitation and de-excitation of an azobenzene molecule. In this case, a QM/MM approach would be highly appropriate, because the local liquid structure and its local fluctuations would slowly follow (and at the same time, influence) the evolution of the electronic and conformational properties of the excited molecule. In fact, in the multiscale study of the azobenzene system, the QM/MM approach was used for quantum calculations; however, the macroscopic response of the bulk cannot be predicted only by QM/MM calculations, because it would require a size for the MM system and a time scale that are, at this stage, computationally prohibitive. For this reason, the coarse-grained approach for obtaining relaxed macroscopic configurations is in this case mandatory. The three categories of problems so far discussed provide an overview of what in the literature can be classified as multiscale. However, there is an underlying general message in all the examples made: multiscale essentially means the interplay between local and global aspects (in space and time). Thus, the detailed understanding of the molecular origin of macroscopic properties requires a step forward, beyond the strategies shown so far (or their possible combinations). This will be discussed in the next chapter, where we introduce the idea of adaptive resolution simulation. Figure 5 . Pictorial representation of a molecule solvated in water. The first hydration shells must be treated at least at the atomistic level, so that the formation of the hydrogen bonding network can be explicitly described. Far away in the bulk, a coarse model (e.g., spherical) can be employed to assure the proper thermodynamic bath. However, the two scales are coupled simultaneously. Note that in standard computational set-ups, such as the one of Quantum Mechanical/Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM) discussed in the text, the high resolution region is fixed and particles cannot be exchanged; thus, there is only an exchange of energy.
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Molecular Origin of Macroscopic Properties: Zooming in at the Molecular Scale
The molecular origin of macroscopic properties can be understood by zooming in (and out) in the region where the relevant microscopic physics and chemistry is taking place. Figure 6 explains this idea for two examples previously discussed, namely, the adsorption of a large molecule on a solid surface and the solvation of a molecule in water. In the first case, while the molecule is far away from the surface, the only relevant physics is related to the proper sampling of the conformational space of the backbone; thus, a simplified bead and spring model would be sufficient for this purpose. Instead, as the molecule approaches the surface, one needs to zoom in (put the system under a magnifying glass) at the contact region and have an explicit atomistic description, so that the chemical recognition between the molecule and the surface can be properly described and be understood together with the consequent conformational rearrangement of the rest of the molecule (at a coarser scale). The same kind of idea applies to the solvation of molecules in water; the specific solvation structures of the liquid can be understood by zooming in at the hydration region around the solute: when a water molecule enters under the viewing region of the magnification glass, it must be described at the atomistic level; when it leaves, it then takes a coarse-grained description. This process requires that the high resolution region be open and allow for a free exchange of molecules. This, from the methodological point of view, implies that one must go beyond the idea of concurrent coupling to that of "adaptive resolution simulation". Figure 6 . On the left side, (a), zooming in on the contact region between the molecule and the surface. The magnifying glass is intended as a computational tool to introduce explicit chemistry and atomistic structure, so that the process of chemical recognition between the molecule and the solid surface can be properly described together with the simultaneous evolution of the large-scale conformational changes of the polymer. On the right side, (b), the same idea, but for the solvation process. All the molecules under the magnifying glass must have atomistic resolution, so that the hydrogen bonding network of the hydration shell can be properly described. Molecules that leave the solvation region loose atomistic degrees of freedom.
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Beyond Concurrent Coupling: Adaptive Resolution Molecular Dynamics
From the methodological point of view, the essential requirements of an adaptive resolution molecular dynamics scheme are the following:
• (i) The algorithm should change molecular resolution in a subregion of the space, leaving the rest of the system at lower resolution.
• (ii) It should allow for free exchange of molecules from the high resolution to the low resolution region and vice versa.
• (iii) Finally, the process of (i) and (ii) should occur under conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium: i.e., the same particle density, same temperature and same pressure all over the simulation box (ρ atom = ρ cg , p atom = p cg , T atom = T cg ).
Of course, the thermodynamic state point must be the same as if the whole system was described at high resolution. Several adaptive resolution methods, which sometimes satisfy and sometime do not satisfy the requirements above, have been proposed in the last few years [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . While most of the methods can switch only between two resolutions, the AdResS method has extended the idea of adaptivity from the quantum description of atoms [32] [33] [34] to the continuum description of a liquid [35, 36] . The original idea was to have an on-the-fly interchange between atomistic and coarse-grained description of a liquid through a two-stage procedure. First, develop an effective, coarse-grained pair potential, U cm , from the reference all atom simulation. Next, the atomistic and coarse-grained resolutions are coupled through an interpolation formula on the forces:
Here, α and β are the labels of two molecules, F atom αβ is the force derived from the atomistic potential and F cm αβ is the force derived from the coarse-grained potential. X α and X β are the coordinates of the center of mass of, respectively, the molecule α and the molecule β. The multiplicative function, w(x), is zero in the coarse-grained region, one in the atomistic region and smooth and monotonic in an intermediate region, ∆. Figure 7 shows the idea for a test molecule (tetrahedral molecule), left, coarse grained, in ∆, a hybrid resolution according to w(x) and, on the right, atomistic. With this set-up, two atomistic molecules interact as atomistic, coarse-grained molecules interacts with all the others as coarse-grained pairs (coarse-grained molecules do not posses any atomistic degrees of freedom), while for the other cases, molecules interact according to their coupled value of w(X α )w(X β ) with hybrid resolutions. This means that a molecule that goes from the atomistic to the coarse-grained region slowly looses its atomistic degrees of freedom (rotations and vibrations) and becomes an effective sphere, going through a continuous stage of hybrid resolutions in ∆. The same process, but in the opposite direction (acquiring degrees of freedom) occurs to a coarse-grained molecule moving towards the atomistic region. At this point, the "technical" meaning of "loosing" or "acquiring" degrees of freedom in the boundary (hybrid) region that divides the atomistic and the coarse-grained region must be clarified. All molecules of the system, independently of their position in space, retain the full atomistic structure. For a molecule, α, in the hybrid region, the force acting on each single atom (derived from the atomistic potential) is weighted by an amount, w(X α ), multiplied by the weight, w(X β ), of the paired molecule, β, and, by construction, the remaining total force acting on the molecule (derived from the coarse-grained potential) is assigned to the center of mass by the weighting term, [1−w(X α )w(X β )]. Since w(x) goes to zero in the coarse-grained region, the closer the molecule is to the coarse-grained region, the weaker is the force (derived from the atomistic potential) acting on each atom (and the larger the force on the center of mass). When the molecule enters into the coarse-grained region, the only force acting on the molecule is that on the center of mass, independently of the resolution of the paired molecule. The forces acting on each atomistic degrees of freedom coming from the atomistic potential are no more considered, although the underlying atomistic structure is artificially kept for technical reasons. In practice, the interactions of the atomistic degrees of freedom for this molecule are no more explicitly considered. This implies that their contributions to the dynamic evolution and to the energy of the system disappear. Moreover, the internal kinetic energy of the molecule (i.e., kinetic energy associated with rotations and internal vibrations) is also not considered in the calculation of the properties of the system (thus, effectively, the molecule behaves as a sphere). The computational gain consists of a drastically reduced number of interactions that needs to be calculated. Vice versa, when a molecule enters into the transition region, the force acting on each single atom is slowly reactivated according to the weight, w(X β ) (and to the weight of the paired molecule, w(X β )). When the molecule reaches the atomistic region, we have w(X α ) = 1, and thus, it interacts in the standard full atomistic manner with molecules of the atomistic region, while for the interaction with molecules in other regions, the weight on the atomistic force depends only on the position of the paired molecule (above is commented the extreme case of the paired molecule being in the coarse-grained region). A detailed explanation of all the technical details of the implementation of this idea can be found in [37] . Obviously, in the diving boundary region between the atomistic and coarse-grained region, one must properly deactivate/reactivate the atomistic degrees of freedom. This is done by introducing an external source of heat (thermostat), which acts locally on each degree of freedom in order to assure that despite the deactivated/reactivated degrees of freedom, the temperature in this region is the same as the target one (that is, the temperature of the atomistic and of the coarse-grained systems) [38] [39] [40] . Additionally an external force derived on the basis of the first principles of thermodynamics (i.e., a force that balances the difference of the chemical potential between the atomistic region and the rest of the system) [41] is added to assure thermodynamic equilibrium. The natural question for a such molecular dynamics scheme is whether the force of Equation (1) is conservative, and the answer is negative. In fact, despite a different claim [29, 42, 43] , it has been shown both analytically [44] and numerically [45] that within this scheme, there is no possibility of deriving Equation (1) from a potential. According to the statement above, a natural conclusion is that without a conservative force one cannot be in the microcanonical (or canonical) ensemble, and thus, even time-independent properties cannot be accurately calculated. However, it has been shown that the atomistic region (the most delicate case) is characterized by a Grand Canonical distribution [46] , and thus, the method reproduces the same statistics of the equivalent region in a full atomistic system (the key property of any valid adaptive resolution method!). Moreover, an exact Hamiltonian can be written for the atomistic (and coarse-grained) region, where exact means that each term of the Hamiltonian is physically well defined without introducing any artificial (unphysical) quantity; this, then, allows for a full Grand Canonical-like formalization of the adaptive set-up [47, 48] . In general, all the relevant properties (radial distribution functions, density distribution across the simulation box, molecular diffusion, particle density fluctuations and solvation structures) determined via full atomistic simulation for several liquids and solvated systems were properly reproduced (see, e.g., [27, 38, 41, [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] ). However, a key issue remains unresolved, that is, whether or not there exists a well-founded Hamiltonian route to adaptive resolution simulation. If a Hamiltonian approach exists, it must fulfill the following necessary requirements:
• It should lead to the correct limits. That is, it should be an atomistic Hamiltonian in the atomistic region and a coarse-grained Hamiltonian in the coarse grained region
• It should automatically lead, in the atomistic region, to a spatial probability distribution, which is the same as that in the corresponding subregion in a full atomistic simulation.
Recently, Potestio et al. proposed a global Hamiltonian approach of AdResS [54] . This is based on the interpolation in space of the atomistic and coarse-grained potential, that is, in this case, the potential is interpolated instead of the forces, as in the standard AdResS. The idea provides an elegant thermodynamic procedure of how to equilibrate the system, but, by construction, cannot satisfy the requirement of correct limit according to [44] . In fact, an additional force is generated by the gradient of the weighting function, w(x). This force induces an unphysical flux of particles from one region to another. In order to balance this flux, an additional field must be added to the original Hamiltonian. In [54] , an elegant thermodynamic procedure is used to determine this field. However, in [44] , it has been shown that such a field is a solution of a first order partial differential equation, and in order to describe a proper adaptive system, it requires that the field satisfies two boundary conditions; that is, it must be zero in the atomistic and in the coarse-grained region. Since the equation is of the first order, only one boundary condition can be used to fix the solution. Let us suppose we fix the boundary condition in the atomistic region; then, inevitably, in the coarse-grained region, the original potential is changed by an artificial, unphysical additional term. This implies that if we, ideally, shrink the atomistic region to zero, we do not recover the original coarse-grained potential. The additional term is constant in space, but strongly depends on the size of the system; although this may turn out to be a non-relevant aspect from the technical point of view, however, from the conceptual point of view, this makes the Hamiltonian, and, thus, the corresponding adaptive process, artificial. Moreover, at a more practical level, according to [48] , as it stands now, the method can assure that in the atomistic region (when compared to a reference full atomistic simulation), only the first order of the probability distribution of the system, that is, the molecular number density, can be obtained with high accuracy. Higher orders, as atom-atom (or even molecule-molecule) radial distribution functions or three-body correlations, do not come automatically. Nevertheless, the approach of [54] may represent the closest (somehow "first order") procedure for a truly adaptive Hamiltonian procedure with the further, major, advantage of the possibility of performing adaptive Monte Carlo simulations [55] .
In conclusion, a truly, satisfactory, adaptive Hamiltonian has not been found yet, and my personal opinion is that this is not really needed; however, the cultural barrier in the MD community is such that, unfortunately, a method without a Hamiltonian is seen as a problem, rather than an alternative to the standard routes. The consequence is that often, the various additions to the original idea of AdResS, despite being based on clear thermodynamic arguments, are considered more at the level of practical patches, to cover, at the best, unavoidable conceptual holes, due to the lack of a Hamiltonian, rather than a natural methodological evolution per se.
On the other hand, one should keep in mind the following: the constraint that the atomistic region of the adaptive simulation should reproduce the probability distribution of the full atomistic system (that is, the key criterion to evaluate the quality of any adaptive method) can be easily implemented within the standard force-based AdResS, but (so far) not in a Hamiltonian one [48] . In [47, 48] , first principles, analytic/numerical conditions on the probability distribution of the system have been defined in such a way that the accuracy in the high resolution region can be controlled and systematically improved. Moreover, in [48] , it has been also shown that the method is also a very powerful tool for the calculation of the chemical potential of complex liquids, at a computational cost that is orders of magnitude below that of the Insertion Particle Method, routinely used for calculating such a quantity.
Conclusions
We have addressed the question of how to provide a concrete meaning to the expression multiscale modeling in Molecular Dynamics (simulation). The use of the criterion of separability of scale allows for classifying multiscale problems in three main categories. Next, the most popular computational strategies adopted for each category have been discussed. In this perspective, we have underlined the role of the concurrent coupling of scales via the idea of adaptive molecular resolution. In principle, this approach can be considered a truly multiscale technique, which acts as a sort of computational microscope to determine the molecular origin of the large-scale behavior of matter. In fact, it can zoom in to the very microscopic detail and zoom out to the large-scale behavior while the simulation is running. Future developments should be focused on including electronic resolution and, thus, address the question of interfacing a quantum and a classical system in a physically-consistent way.
